
SUDOKU FQ Quilt Class 
Sunday October 4. 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.  With Diane Fama. 
 
Using Fat Quarter cuts in a wide variety of colors and prints, spend the day learning how to cut, machine piece and 
arrange these easy SUDOKU quilt blocks. Each fat quarter yields 4 blocks, making it easy to plan the best size of quilt for 
your project. Students will receive full instructions, including quilt layout and sizing suggestion charts and machine piecing 
tip sheet compiled by Diane Fama. You will learn how to slice up your fabric efficiently and ways to make your SUDOKU 
FQ rows unique. This quilt has a little modern flair to it, yet is easy enough for beginning and intermediate level quilters to 
make and finish. Skills: Machine Piecing and Rotary Cutting techniques. Alternative layout, quilt finishing and color 
selection will be discussed. 
 
SUDOKU Quilt Class Supply List 
Sewing machine in good working order, 
Several bobbins 
new 80/12 needle, 
1/4" machine foot for piecing 
Thread for sewing 
Scissors/snips 
Pins 
MoleFoam (found near the foot care in drugstore) or a pad of Post it notes 
Rotary cutting mat (18 x 24" or larger) 
Rotary straight edge ruler (12" x 2.5" or larger) 
Rotary cutter with new blade 
Pen or pencil and note paper (to take notes) 
 
Fabric: 
Between 8-25 fat quarters in a wide variety of light, medium and dark 
colors, textures and patterns, some solids, strips are okay.  Blocks finish up @8".   
Note:  Larger quilts will require more FQ. 
 
Some quilt size fabric buying  suggestions below 
8 FQ will make Crib/wall hanging Size 40" x 48" (32 blocks 5 x 6 layout) 
45"x 60" batting; 1.75 yards backing; 3/8 yard binding 
 
12 FQ will make a lap/throw quilt size 48" x 64" (48 blocks as 6 x 8 layout) 
54" x 70" batting; 2 yards backing; 5/8 yard binding 
 
25 FQ will make a twin quilt size approx 72" x 88" (99 blocks as 9 x 11 layout) 
78" x 96" batting; 5 1/2 yards Backing; 5/8 yard binding 
 
33 FQ makes full quilt size approx 88" x 96" (132 blocks as 11 x 12 layout) 
90" x 108" batting; 6 yards backing; 2/3 yard binding 
 
39 FQ make a queen size approx 96 " x 104" (156 blocks as 12 x 13 layout) 
100" x 114" batting; 7.5 yards backing; 3/4 yard binding 
 
49 FQ makes a super King quilt size 114" x 114" (196 blocks as a 14 x 14 
layout) 120" x 120" batting; 10 yards backing; 1 yard binding 
 
Finished blocks are 8" square. 
To plan alternate size quilts use the following measurements 
4 blocks = 32" 
5 blocks = 40" 
6 blocks = 48" 
7 blocks = 56" 
8 blocks = 64" 
9 blocks = 72" 
10 blocks = 80" 
11 blocks = 88" 
12 blocks = 96" 
13 blocks = 104" 
14 blocks = 112" 


